
DESCRIPTION
The peoples of Dorwinion are divided between Elves and Men. The 
Elves are few, but with their affinity for nature have become the 
wealthy of the land. Despite this, the aristocracy of Dorwinion 
is formed by the Men. This is due to Man's eagerness to fight, 
as opposed to the Elven interests in peace. Despite this divide, the 
Men, regardless of their power, are jealous of the Elven wealth 
flowing from the vineyards and trade routes.

In the Vinter-court, the Wine Regent (comparative to a king in 
other realms) oversees a large council. Many of the nobles are 
Men, as they don't wish to see Elves in their place of power. 
The Wine Regent only wishes to maintain peace and the flouri-
shing of commerce. This is made more difficult as the nobles push 
Dorwinion to the brink of war.

On the outskirts of the realm, peoples from across Rhûn are mi-
grating over the border. Though many of these are refugees from 
wars in the east, there is also a coordinated effort to overwhelm 
the people of Dorwinion and make the land a puppet of the Eas-
terlings, bringing them into the coming fight against Dale. In 
this tense atmosphere, the Wine Regent is having an even harder 
time keeping the peace.

This tension will give the player the opportunity to choose 
between good and evil, Dale or Rhûn, Elves or Men...



The Buildings:

Watchmen Barracks: The Watchmen Barracks is the cen-
tral recruiting building of the faction it alows you to recruits every 
standart units and every elite and heroic units.

Swordsmen: The Vineyards watchmen can equips themself with every 

weapons available. There, the batallion is equiped with swords.

Avari elves: The avari elves are a peacefull faction of Dorwinion. But when 

they have to, they can take up weapons and are mighty fighters

Bladorthin Elites: despite protecting the Tomb of Bladorthin, these mighty 

warriors are the most powerfull lancers of all Dorwinion.

Lancers: The Vineyards watchmen can equips themself with every weapons 

available. There, the batallion is equiped with lances.

Vintner-court battalion: The Vintner court need his personal guards to 

protect this hugh building. They are the elite of Dorwinion.

Purple Guard: The purple guards are the personal guard of the wine regent 

of Dorwinion. Their helmet hides their faces and make them really frightening

Archers: The Vineyards watchmen can equips themself with every weapons 

available. There, the batallion is equiped with bows.

Standart Units:

Elite Units:

Heroic Units:

Limited to 3 units

Limited to 3 units

Limited to 1 unit



departure building of the convoys: From this place, 
the merchant’s convoys goes far to sell the famous wine of the 
Dorwinion’s vinyards.

Siege Workshop: It is into the siege workshop that are im-
proved and construct the weaponds that will destroy the cities of 
the ennmies of Dorwinion.

Firethrower: These weapons are able to cast such a devastating flame that it 

can bring doors down as well as soldiers, turning them into ashes.

Merchant escorts: when leaving Dorwinion, the merchants need escorts to 

protect themself from plunderers. these horsemen are really interesting for them.

Nephtar: the dorwinrim are the lone faction to know the secret of nephtar 

and they use it as a mighty weapon!

Catapult: The Catapult of Dorwinion is a powerful siege weapon that is used 

by the army to attack buildings and enemies alike.

Dorwinion besiegers: the besiegers throw bombs of nephtar on the ennemies 

to destroy buildings as well as units.

Standart Units:

Siege machines:

Upgrades:

Unlock nephtar projectiles, firethrower and besiegers



Embassy: The Embassy is the Core buildings of the faction. There,  
the dorwinrims make their trade rights, alliances and contracts It’s 
a place of peace where every one can go without being embarassed.

Commerce with Dale: Dorwinion make a trade rights with the kingdom of 

Dale and thus the dalian products come into the dorwinion markets.

Commerce with Rhun: Dorwinion make a trade rights with the confede-

ration of Rhun and thus the Rhunish products come into the dorwinion markets.

Commerce with Mirkwood: Dorwinion make a trade rights with the 

kingdom of Mirkwood and thus the elven products come into the dorwinion 

markets.

Commerce with Erebor: Dorwinion make a trade rights with the kingdom 

of Erebor and thus the dwarven products come into the dorwinion markets.

Upgrades:

lower the price of the standard units + spawn units that defend the ambassy + 
give recruiting buildings their level three (recruit faster)

lower the price of upgrading + give the units defending the ambassy all upgrades 
+ give recruiting buildings their level two (possibilty to recruit elite units)

lower the price of heroes + allow the ambassy to shoot enemies + give recruiting 
buildings their level 4 (tower with archer)

lower the price of the buildings + give the ambassy more life + give recruiting 
buildings their level 5 (more life)



Particularity: The Dalian units are trained really fast. They 
are better than the basic Dorwinion units but disappear after a short 
period of time. 
It also boosts the bonus given by Dalian trade at the Embassy, but 
lessens the bonus given by Rhûnish trade.

Delling, Ambassador of the Dalian Kingdom: Delling is one 
of the most reputed captains of Dale. He is as valorous as he 
is loyal 

Dalian Patrollers: Sent from Dale and commanded by Del-
ling, the Dalian Patrollers guard the roads of Dorwinion.

Elite Units:

Heroes:

Limited to 3 units

Dale alliance:

Rhunic Peacekeepers: Sent from the Rhûnic Confederation to 
stop people that rebel on the lands of Dorwinion.

Belakar, Ambassador of the Rhûnic Confederation: The com-
mander of the peacekeepers, Belakar is reputed for his severity 
and his complete lack of mercy

Elite Units:

Heroes:

Limited to 3 units

Rhun alliance:

Particularity: Rhûnish units are fully upgraded. They are 
very strong but move in Block Formation like Gondorian units and 
thus are very slow. 
It also boosrs the bonus given by Rhûnish trade at the Embassy, but 
lessens the bonus given by Dalian trade.



Noble forges: In their forges, the nobles research new techno-
logies to improve their units and make them even more powerfull 
while fighting.

Learn from the imported product: The nobles attends to learn the 

technologies by importing foreign weapons and technologies

New archers technology: The nobles attends to learn the technologies by 

importing foreign weapons and technologies

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

New spears strategies: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine 

one, they are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are 
also good if you have to move

New blades technology: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzan-

tine one, they are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they 
are also good if you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

New cavalry strategies: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their 

banner bearer, it allows the battailion to find new recruits into the country to 

join them.

Upgrades:

enable the research of new archers technology, new blades technology, new ca-
valry strategies, new spears strategies, lamelar armor and banners.

enable the research of new archers technology, new blades technology, new 
horses technology.

enable the upgrading of heavy armor

enable the upgrading of heavy armor

enable the upgrading of heavy armor

enable the research of banner bearer

enable the research of banner bearer



Vinyards: The Wine of Dorwinion is famous and thus Dorwinion 
have a lot of vineyards into his land, most part of them are elven’s 
property. They have affinity with nature and it helps to grow the 
perfect grapes for the perfect wine.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

milicians: The milicians are a verry weak units, armed quickly without any 

basic training they are equiped with lances and will serve approxymately only to 

protect the vinyards

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades:

Units:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Market: The Markets of Dorwinion are known all around the 
middle earth for the quantity and quality of wine that you can 
found there, the dorwinrims goes there every weeks to exchange, buy 
and sell everything they could.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Large Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Sentinel: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings outside 

the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Additional Workers: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades outside the castle:

Upgrades inside the castle:

Increases the command points by 150.

Increases the command points by 300.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Doubles the hit points and adds a sentry tower.

Increases the production by 50%.

Increases the production by 100%.



Wine cellar: The Wine of Dorwinion is famous and thus 
Dorwinion need to store them somewhere. the wine cellars are gene-
rally the property of the nobles of Dorwinion. When an elf want 
to use it to store his wine he have to pay a taxe.

Large Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Sentinel: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings outside 

the castle

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Workers: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades outside the castle:

Upgrades inside the castle:

Increases the command points by 300.

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and adds a sentry tower.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 100%.

Increases the production by 50%.



Vineland Milicians: The milicians are a verry weak units, 
armed quickly without any basic training they are equiped with 
lances and will serve approxymately only to protect the vinyards. 
They can’t receive any upgrades and can’t upgrade their levels

The Units:



Vineyards Archers: The Vineyards watch are the basic units 
of Dorwinion, they are not the best units of middle earth but do not 
want to see their land beeing razed by ennemies. they will take up 
their weapons to defend their lands from plunderers and various en-
nemies

Crossbows: The crossbows have been invented by the dwarves, but used by some 

other armies in middle earth, by trading with them, Dorwinion learned the way 

to craft them

Thorn strategy: The thorn strategy is a strategy invented by Dewin and im-

proved by Roald it’s the while strategie of the Dorwinion units

Upgrades:

Longbows: The longbows have been used by the dalians first, Bard used this 

weapon to kill the dragon smaug and it have been imported in many armies as it 

is really usefull

deal 50% damages but move 25% slower

have a high range but deal less damages

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

deal higher damages but have a lesser range

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:



Vineyards Lancers: The Vineyards watch are the basic units 
of Dorwinion, they are not the best units of middle earth but do not 
want to see their land beeing razed by ennemies. they will take up 
their weapons to defend their lands from plunderers and various en-
nemies

Halberd: The halberd are basically a long axe, it is really usefull against land 

fighters even if it’s really heavy and less practicle than a simple lance. The first 

one to have invented this was the gondorians.

Thorn strategy: The thorn strategy is a strategy invented by Dewin and im-

proved by Roald it’s the while strategie of the Dorwinion units

Upgrades:

Pikes: The pikes are the nightmare of the cavalry, a good phalanx could defeat 

any cavalry armies it is an heritage from gondor during their wars against Rhun 

and the wainriders.

separated formation: deal 75% damages but loose 25% armor and move 25% slower 

deal higher damages against cavalry but less against land units

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

deal higher damages against land units but less against cavalry

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:



Vineyards swordsmen: The Vineyards watch are the basic 
units of Dorwinion, they are not the best units of middle earth but 
do not want to see their land beeing razed by ennemies. they will 
take up their weapons to defend their lands from plunderers and 
various ennemies

Longswords: This large and long sword is a powerfull weapon against enne-

mies that are inexperimented and in a large number, but when it’s time to face a 

trained fighter it is less usefull...

Thorn strategy: The thorn strategy is a strategy invented by Dewin and im-

proved by Roald it’s the while strategie of the Dorwinion units

Upgrades:

Sabers: The sabers are the sword used by the neighbours of the Dorwinrims, the 

Rhunearims. The sabers are swift and parcticle while dueling with experimented 

units but really less effective when fighting a large pack of enemies. 

wedge formation: deal 50% damages but loose 25% armor

deal higher damages against elite units but less against light units

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

deal higher damages against against light units but less against elite units

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:



Dalian Patrollers: Sent from Dale and commanded by Del-
ling, the Dalian Patrollers guard the roads of Dorwinion against 
enemies of the country and of Dale itself, Armed with bows, they are 
fearsome archers that can kill enemies from afar.

Black arrows: The Patrolls use their black arrows, masterpieces made by the 

dwarves to shoot on an ennemy

Upgrades:

deal heavy damages against an ennemy

The archers got a higher range, but have less attack

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:

Longbows: The longbows have been used by the dalians first, Bard used this 

weapon to kill the dragon smaug and it have been imported in many armies as it 

is really usefull



Rhûnic Peacekeepers: the rhunic peacekeepers called by 
the population as peacebringers are sent from the Rhûnic Confe-
deration to stop people that rebel because of the alliance between 
Dorwinion and Rhûn. These mounted warriors are under the service 
of Belakar and are prepared to show the might of Rhûn on the lands 
of Dorwinion.

Kill the dissidents: The Rhunic peacekeepers don’t show any mercy to dis-

sidents on their lands

Upgrades:

deal 50% damages for a certain period of time

Power:

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Cataphracts: This heavy armor protect almost every little parts of the horse, 

but even for a horse, it’s really heavy and difficult to carry

the cavalry moves slower but have a higher armor



Merchant Escorts: When merchants leave the lands of 
Dorwinion for less safe places, they need a guard to protect them-
selves from danger. The Merchant Escorts are well trained cavalry 
that serve this purpose.

Lances: The lancers are a strong cavalry after all, especially when it’s time to 

fight other cavalry and kill the horsesof their ennemies.

Cataphracts: This heavy armor protect almost every little parts of the horse, 

but even for a horse, it’s really heavy and difficult to carry

Thorn strategy: The thorn strategy is a strategy invented by Dewin and im-

proved by Roald it’s the while strategie of the Dorwinion units

Upgrades:

Sabers: The sabers are the sword used by the neighbours of the Dorwinrims, the 

Rhunearims. The sabers are swift and parcticle while killing ennemies around a 

horsemen. 

Light cavalry: when the horses don’t have anything more than their horse-

men, they can move faster...

deal 50% damages but move 25% slower

deal higher damages against land units but less against cavalry units

the cavalry moves faster but have less armor

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

deal higher damages against cavalry units but less against land units

the cavalry moves slower but have a higher armor

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:



Vintner-court battalion: The Vintner-Court Battalion 
is the guard of the Vintner-Court, and are selected among the best 
swordsmen of Dorwinion, so they can fulfill the important task 
they have been given.

Upgrades:

Longswords: This large and long sword is a powerfull weapon against enne-

mies that are inexperimented and in a large number, but when it’s time to face a 

trained fighter it is less usefull...

Vinter court guards: The vintner court bataillons are are the personnal 

guard of the members of the Vintner court members...

Sabers: The sabers are the sword used by the neighbours of the Dorwinrims, the 

Rhunearims. The sabers are swift and parcticle while dueling with experimented 

units but really less effective when fighting a large pack of enemies. 

when near members of the vintner court, the units get higher damages

deal higher damages against elite units but less against light units

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

deal higher damages against against light units but less against elite units

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:



Avari lancers: The Avari are peaceful elves that hail from the 
lands of Dorwinion. They are usually devoted to the making of wine, 
but when time comes to fight for Dorwinion and defend it from out-
side menaces, they can be formidable pikemen.

Near buildings produce +10% ressources

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

Halberd: The halberd are basically a long axe, it is really usefull against land 

fighters even if it’s really heavy and less practicle than a simple lance. The first 

one to have invented this was the gondorians.

Firstborn and avari: The avaris where the elves that refused the call of 

Urumö and stay into middle earth.

Upgrades:

Pikes: The pikes are the nightmare of the cavalry, a good phalanx could defeat 

any cavalry armies it is an heritage from gondor during their wars against Rhun 

and the wainriders.

Near buildings produce +10% ressources

deal higher damages against cavalry but less against land units

increase the defence of the units

lost units reappear over time

deal higher damages against land units but less against cavalry

Lamelar armor: The armors of Dorwinion are made like byzantine one, they 
are lamelar and protect pretty well from ennemies attacks, they are also good if 
you have to move

Banners: The units of dorwinion are equiped with their banner bearer, it allows 

the battailion to find new recruits into the country to join them.

Power:



Bladorthin Paladins: Tasked with guarding the tomb 
of King Bladorthin, these soldiers are the best lancers in all of 
Dorwinion, and will not hesitate to fight to protect the lands and 
the tomb of the king himself.

Protectors of Bladorthin’s Tomb: The Bladorthin Paladins are resol-

ved to protect the tomb of King Bladorthin, and they show spectacular resistance 

when fulfilling their purpose.

Powers:

Travelling medicine: When on duties different than protecting the tomb 

of Bladorthin, Paladins carry medicine with them to heal their allies’ wounds. 

Heals the selected units

Makes a selected building invulnerable for 10 seconds.

They will have an armor bonus when near allied buildings.

Stalwart defenders: The defensive abilities the Paladins have make it im-

possible for enemies of Dorwinion to even damage the Tomb of Bladorthin. 



Purple Guard: The personal guard of the Wine-regent of 
Dorwinion, commanded by Hawin, they are well trained in the art 
of the sword, and hide their faces between masks that makes them 
frightening to the enemies of Dorwinion and the wine-regent.

Longswords: The Purple Guard has been trained to protect their leader, and 

will do anything to do so, even if it entails their death. 

Powers:

Guard of the Wine-regent: The masks worn by the Purple Guard are 

designed to instill fear in the enemies of the wine-regent.of enemies. 

The Purple Guard will cause fear to the enemies near them

Can make enemies slow-down when they are hit, for a short time. (active ability)

They will have an attack bonus whenever they are near their king.

Stop the enemy: In the case that assasins are sent against the wine-regent, 

his guard will do the best to slow them down before destroying the threat.



Thorn Regiments: The Thorn Regiment are an elite cavalry 
battalion commanded by Roald the Grave, General of Dorwinion. 
They are usually sent by the wine-regent to kill dissidents, and wield 
powerful spears into battle.

Thorn strategy: The thorn strategy is a strategy invented by Dewin and im-

proved by Roald it’s the while strategie of the Dorwinion units

deal 50% damages but move 25% slower

Power:



Dorwinion besiegers: Men who are trained to throw wild-
fire pots, which can deal devastating damage to the buildings of 
Dorwinion’s enemies, so they are really dangerous for the besieged 
when assaulting an enemy fortress.

firethrower of Dorwinion: The Fire-Throwers are used 
as the equivalent of a siege ram by the people of Dorwinion, being 
able to cast such a devastating flame that it can bring doors down as 
well as soldiers, turning them into ashes.

Nephtar Pots: The nephtar pots are the famous weapon of Dorwinion it’s a 

secret keep jealously and that is devastating

Nephtar throw: The nephtar pots are the famous weapon of Dorwinion it’s 

a secret keep jealously and that is devastating

deal important fire damages

deal important fire damages

Power:

Power:



Catapult: The Catapult of Dorwinion is a powerful siege weapon 
that is used by the army to attack buildings and enemies alike. It can 
be equipped with wildfire pots for maximum effectiveness in their 
purpose. 

Nephtar Pots: The nephtar pots are the famous weapon of Dorwinion it’s a 

secret keep jealously and that is devastating

deal important fire damages

Power:



The Heros:



Heroca, Wine Regent of Dorwinion: Heroca is the 
Wine Regent of Dorwinion. Though old, he is still a strong king, 
that try to maintain the stability of his land. He is the descendant 
of the king Bladorthin. He is the master of the vintner court and his 
duty is to listen to his poeple will. 

Leader of the Dorwinrims: Heroca is the Wine Regent of Dorwinion. 

Though old, he is still a strong king.

Powers:

The Most Loyal Ones: Heroca summons his most loyal guards to protect 

his life 

King’s banner: Heroca shows his power with the king’s banner

King’s training: Heroca orders to his mens to train harder

Time to prepare the Army: Heroca orders to his mens to prepare them-

self to the upcoming war

Leadership for the Men of Dorwinion: Grants 
an attack buff and fear resistance

Summons three Purple Guards that act as 
«slave» units and protect their King from da-

mage

Summons a temporary Banner which gives 
resolve to his troops: grants an armor and expe-

rience buff.

Gives experience to the Dorwinion human units.

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.



Nurwë, Elven Representative to the Vin-
ter-court: Nurwë was one of the leaders of the Avari, along with 
Morwë, those of the Elves who refused the summons of Oromë. He 
also is the most prosperous merchant in all Dorwinion. He controls 
around half the vineyards in the land and as a result is quite influen-
tial.

prosperous merchant: Nurwë is the most prosperous merchant in 

Dorwinion.

Powers:

elven savant: Nurwë has a lot of time to learn the particularities of plants 

and with this knowledge he became rich.

Morwe’s Friend: Nurwë was one of the leaders of the Avari, along with 

Morwë.

elven architecture: Nurwë helps the construction of buildings and knows 

how to repair them.

richest person in dorwinion: Nurwë is the richest person in all Dorwinion. 

Some may say the richest in all of Middle-earth.

The selected building provides double resources 
for a certain time

Nurwë spawn a small garden which provide 
resources

Spawns Morwë on a building to defend it.

Nurwë repairs the selected building

Spawn treasure around Nurwë.



Roald the Grave, General of Dorwinion: The 
more Loyal general of Middle earth. Even if Dorwinion didn’t have 
any wars since a while, he keeps his soldiers trained and he is gene-
rous with them even if he is grave

Commander Of The Thorn Regiment: Even if he is the general of 

Dorwinion, he also is the Commander of the Thron regiment.

Powers:

Grave Commander: Roald is a grave commander, his strength provide him 

an aura among his men

old general: Roald is the oldest general of Dorwinion, his campaigns in the 

wildlands gave his army a good experience of fightings

Noble family: Roald come from a noble familly of Dorwinion, he learned 

strategies and thus is a verry powerfull general.

Last Charge: Roald know that this will be his last fight and make the glo-

riest speech he ever done. All his mens are encouraged

when he’s with the thorn regiment, they become 
fearless

nearby units become fearless

the selected battallions gains their full levels

the selected battallion gains a permenent buff

lower the life of Roald to 1 pv but all surrouding units are invulnerable for 50 se-
conds, all ennemy units in a huge range are stunned for 20 seconds and their attacks 

reduced to 50% for 3 minutes



Palando, Messenger of Mandos: Pallando, also 
known as Pallando the Blue, Rómestámo, was one of the five Istari 
or Wizards that were sent to Middle-earth to aid the Free Peoples 
in their struggle against Sauron.

Ithrin luin: Alatar and Palando are friends, they travelled together to the 

east of arda and fought sauron by undermine the authority of Sauron

 Powers:

Long travellers: Palando and Alatar travelled far in the east and they ne-

ver came back to the west

Death message: Palando is the messenger of Mandos the Valar of death. as 

his messenger he brings the message of his master.

Basic medicine: When travelling with his friend Alatar, Palando learned to 

heal the wounds and thus can make basic medicine

Ithrin luin’s establishment: The Ithrin luin have chosen the place where 

they will stay, they do not need to travell anymore.

When Palando and Alatar are both together 
they gain +50% attack and defence

For 1 minute Palando moves faster

stun for a really little time an ennemy

heal nearby hereos

Cost: 1500
change powers of the Ithrin luin, increase their life and attack



Palando, Messenger of Mandos: Pallando, also 
known as Pallando the Blue, Rómestámo, was one of the five Istari 
or Wizards that were sent to Middle-earth to aid the Free Peoples 
in their struggle against Sauron.

Ithrin luin: Alatar and Palando are friends, they travelled together to the 

east of arda and fought sauron by undermine the authority of Sauron

 Powers:

Mount/Dismount: Palando and alatar bought Dorwinion’s horses to move 

faster and easier into the lands

Banishing Aura: Mandos banish some souls from his caves, they are conda-

med condemned to wait at the entrance

Mandos will: Palando respects the will of his master and everyone have to. 

If mandos says that it’s not the time it’s not the time.

Mandos words: When Mandos speaks, the silence becomes

When Palando and Alatar are both together 
they gain +50% attack and defence

mount a horse, when on horse have a sword.

all units near Palando loose an amount of life 
for a certain period of time.

Gives experience to the Dorwinion human units.

Stuun the ennemy units in the targeted area for a certain period 
of time



Alatar, messenger of Oromë: Morinehtar was a Maia 
and an immortal Istar wizard. He travelled to Middle-earth in the 
Second Age with Rómestámo (Pallando), and they became the Ithryn 
Luin, or «Blue Wizards». They travelled to the east of Arda.

Ithrin luin: Alatar and Palando are friends, they travelled together to the 

east of arda and fought sauron by undermine the authority of Sauron

Powers:

Long travellers: Palando and Alatar travelled far in the east and they ne-

ver came back to the west

hunter: Alatar is a hunter, when he is travalling with Palando, he hunt to 

provide food for both of them.

Oromë’s aura: Alatar have the aura of the maiar of the Hunter, it inspire the 

nearby archers that are also hunters in their own.

Ithrin luin’s establishment: The Ithrin luin have chosen the place where 

they will stay, they do not need to travell anymore.

When Palando and Alatar are both together 
they gain +50% attack and defence

For 1 minute Alatar moves faster

Increase the line of sight of Alatar

Nearby archers level up faster

Cost: 1500
change powers of the Ithrin luin, increase their life and attack



Alatar, messenger of Oromë: Morinehtar was a Maia 
and an immortal Istar wizard. He travelled to Middle-earth in the 
Second Age with Rómestámo (Pallando), and they became the Ithryn 
Luin, or «Blue Wizards». They travelled to the east of Arda.

Ithrin luin: Alatar and Palando are friends, they travelled together to the 

east of arda and fought sauron by undermine the authority of Sauron

Powers:

Mount/Dismount: Palando and alatar bought Dorwinion’s horses to move 

faster and easier into the lands

The Hunt: Acompagned with good dogs, Alatar likes to hunt deers and other 

big animals.

Hunter’s shot/ coup de grace: Alatar kill an animal with only one 

arrow, if not then he kill it with a coup de grace

Oromë’s messenger: Alatar is the messenger of Oromë he bring his words 

to the living.

When Palando and Alatar are both together 
they gain +50% attack and defence

mount a horse, when on horse have a bow.

Summons a temporary pack of dogs 

deal a high amount of damages to the selected 
unit

spawn a big Oromë that act like the water horses



Dewin the Fox, Vice-regent of the Vinter-court: 
Dewin is born in a little noble familly of Dorwinion. He gained his 
title; «the Fox» thanks to his hair as much as for his willfulness 
and cunning. He’s the most influential and eloquent noble of the 
Vintner-court.

Great Eloquence: Dewin is reputed to be a diplomat and a manipulator

Powers:

Master of rhetoric: Dewin is a master of speech. He convinces the enemy 

that they are on the wrong side.

Command of the vice-regent: Dewin commands a group of Cavalry to 

storm the enemy army.

Blind the enemy: Dewin, through his knowledge of the lands around them, 

manages to confuse the enemy armies.

Web of spies: Dewin’s web of spies is huge, and he can hear news from all 

corners of Middle-earth.

Instill doubt in the enemy, making them tempo-
rarily stop fighting

Makes the enemy hero your ally for a little 
period of time then dies

A small group of cavalry appears and charges 
through the enemy lines.

Reduces the sight of enemy battalions’ in a 
small area for a while.

reveal the sight of an ennemy building for the end of the game.



Dewin the Fox, Vice-regent of the Vinter-court: 
Dewin is born in a little noble familly of Dorwinion. He gained his 
title; «the Fox» thanks to his hair as much as for his willfulness 
and cunning. He’s the most influential and eloquent noble of the 
Vintner-court.

I see fire: Dewin burns the lands that he doesn’t need just to avoid his enemies.

Powers:

Unexpected strategy: Dewin uses all his cunning to make unpredictable 

strategies.

The fox and the crow: Dewin is a flatterer and can turn enemies into 

allies.

This is the best place: Dewin sees all the advantages of each place and uses 

the best for his army

Peace by iron hand: Dewin shows no mercy to his people. There is no reason 

to defy his will.

Target enemy economic building produces very 
few resources. Target enemy recruitment buil-

ding may not recruit units

Provides a buff to friendly units.

Turns an enemy hero into an ally for 7 minutes. 
Die after this time.

Friendly units in a selected area always gain a 
buff

All summons become permanent.



Hawin, Captain of the Purple Guard: Captain 
Hawin is the most talented fighter in all Dorwinion. He trained and 
fought with the most talented fighters of Middle-earth: even Brand 
of Dale.

Noble blood: Hawin was born in a noble family of Dorwinion, he learned 

arts of war.

Powers:

Captain of the purple guard: Hawin is the captain of the purple guard 

and most talented fighter in all dorwinion

Secret move: the most talented fighter have a secret move that only him 

does know.

Gentleman: when Hawin purpose a duel the respect is important. the duel 

begin only when both fighters agree

Duelist: Hawin trained and fought with the most talented fighters. and like to 

make proper duels against good fighters

increase the sight of Hawin

the nearby purple guards gain attacks

a powerfull attack to an enemy hero

block the ennemy hero but the ennemy hero 
can’t be attacked.

same effect as Aragorn



Belakar, Ambassador of the Rhûnic Confedera-
tion: The commander of the peacekeepers, Belakar is reputed for 
his severity and his complete lack of mercy. He will pacify the land 
with his sword and his ability to trample the rebels and the angry 
population.

Ambassador of Rhûn: Belakar is less an ambassador than a governor and 

not everyone like this passion of power

Powers:

Commander of the peacekeepers: Belakar is the commander of the 

peacekeepers and these men loves him.

Mask of Fear: Belakar wear the helmet of the captain of the peackeepers, 

every one knos what does this helmet mean

Fourth in Rank: Belakar is the fourth men of the Balcoth confederation and 

his reputation precede him

Governor of Dorwinion: Belakar is now considered as the governor of 

Dorwinion he controlls this new rhunish province

Give a malus to every dorwinrim units around 
him but a bonus to every rhunic units on the 

maps

Command a glorious charge to every peace kee-
pers around him

Enemy units around belekar are feared

all rhunic units around him became fearless

all heroes around Belakar gain +50% attack



Delling, Ambassador of the Dalian Kingdom: 
He is one of the most reputed captains of Dale. He is as valorous as 
he is loyal and wouldn’t hesitate to serve his lord even if it meant 
his death. His temperament gives him victories where once defeat was 
imminent.

That’s not wrong: Delling is an ambassador and thus is supposed to be di-

plomatic, this is his secret pass,...

Powers:

Immadiate enumeration: Delling have an affinity with numbers an have a 

special faculty to count dirrectly the number of the ennemies

Game player: Delling have a huge ability with games like dices and cards and 

like to play with other poeple

Unaware courage: Delling is considered by some poeple as really brave and 

by some poeple just unaware

Protected by the King: Delling have a particular relation with Brand, he 

seams to have adopted him

nearby heroes gain +10% attack and defence

reveal the whole map

heal nearby units when not fighting

nearby units are fearless

Delling gain +20% armor when near dalian units



The Spellbook:



Militia Order: The nobles raise militias to guard their vi-
neyards from plunderers.

Revolts on the Outskirts: The plebeians take up weapons 
and leave their houses to show their anger.

Quell the Rebellion: Heroca sends his cavalry to kill the 
dissidents.

Vinter-court Decision: The Vinter-court decides that it’s 
time to raise the Bladorthin Paladins.

Nobles’ Influence: The Nobles have arrived to push the king 
to the war. Dorwinion will raise the banners and call the host.

Allows one vineyard to recruit light militia.
Cost: 1 point

The selected resource building spawns three hordes of angry civilians.
Cost: 2 points

Spawns three units of Elite Cavalry.
Cost: 7 points

Enables the Bladorthin paladins.
Cost: 6 points

Units are instantly recruited for a period of time and have banners.
Cost: 10 points



Grape Harvesting Time: It’s time to make wine!

Power of the Elves: The Elves have affinities with the 
plants and their gardens are masterpieces.

Place of Peace: The Embassy is a place of peace and every 
one respects it.

Elven Mobilization: It is rare that the Elves take up arms 
but they do it. They are mighty warriors.

Elven Influence: The Elves temporarily stop the war and 
continue their trade.

The selected building provides more resources (like Malbeth’s power).
Cost: 1 point

Spawns an Elven garden that heals nearby units.
Cost: 2 points

Make the Embassy unattackable by enemies for a certain period of time.
Cost: 6 points

Allows the player to recruit Elves from the casern.
Cost: 7 points

Make peace on the whole map and boost the economy.
Cost: 10 points



Time to Make a Choice: Heroca now has to make a choice between 
Dale and Rhûn.

Dale: Unlocks Delling, Ambassador of Dale and enable to recruit Dalian units 
really fast. They are better than the basic Dorwinion units but disappear after a 
short period of time. Also enables the recruitment of the Dalian Patrol.
It also boosts the bonus given by Dalian trade at the Embassy, but lessens the bo-
nus given by Rhûnish trade.

Rhûn: Unlocks Belakar, Ambassador of Rhûn and fully upgraded Rhûnish 
units. They are very strong but move in Block Formation like Gondorian units 
and thus are very slow. Also enables the recruitment of the Rhûnic Peacekeepers.
It also boosrs the bonus given by Rhûnish trade at the Embassy, but lessens the 
bonus given by Dalian trade.

Gives the choice on the Embassy between Rhûn and Dale.
Cost: 7 points


